
Project Update: November 2021 
 
Two documentary movies about quite specific fungal species that inhabits mountain 
natural lakes ecosystems have been finished and broadcast within the last month. These 
are one of the most important steps towards successful project implementation and are 
project activities with one of the most “powerful” public and stakeholder reach in 
general. 
 
First documentary was broadcasted on the National TV Station – BHRT on Sunday 
afternoon, 17th October 2021, in primetime. This film was recorded in the last 4-5 months 
and combines video footage made by the members of the Mycological Society MycoBH 
and BHRT team. The film has been broadcasted within the well-known documentary series 
– “Nova avantura” / “New adventure”. 
 
Within first movie footage from three lakes have been combined (Lovanjsko - Mt. 
Bjelašnica, Šatorsko – Mt. Šator and Orlovačko – Mt. Zelengora) and some interesting and 
endangered fungal species occurring on the banks of these lakes have been presented. 
The total duration of this movie 27 minutes and 10 seconds. 
 
Movie link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c-9mfmxnSJg&t=3s  
 

 
Figure 1. Scenery from the first documentary in production of National Broadcasting 
Service. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c-9mfmxnSJg&t=3s


 
Second movie have been produced by Mycological Society MycoBH and comprises 
video footage and fungi from 13 mountain Lakes in Bosnia and Herzegovina (Crvanjsko, 
Crno, Veliko, Platno, BIjelo, Gornje bare, Donje bare, Kladopoljsko, Idovačko, Kotlaničko, 
Štirinsko, Blatačko and Crvenjak).  
 
This filmed has been captured during the last year while premier have been broadcasted 
on official MycoBH channel on YouTube on 7th November 2021.  
 
So far, the movie have been watched by more than 1,800 viewers on our YouTube 
channel and met with numerous compliments so far. 
 
Total duration of the movie is 63 minutes and 9 seconds. 
 
Movie link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qyi3XyPZzmE&t=731s  
 

 
Figure 2. Some scenery from the other documentary produced by Mycological Society 
MycoBH. 
 
Besides these two movies there will be additional premier soon. TV Arte will broadcast the 
documentary about natural beauties and biodiversity in Bosnia and Herzegovina and 
young scientist who explore all this. In this matter 5 minutes of this movie too will be 
dedicated to the mycological field research on Lake Štirinsko, Mt. Zelengora. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qyi3XyPZzmE&t=731s

